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Abstract 
An experimental investigation of natural convection 
heat transfer within horizontal cylindrical annuli was 
undertaken as the first step in.a study of internal 
cooling of satellite vehicles. Equipment was designed· 
and tests performed for four sets of concentric steel 
cylinders of different outside-to-inside-diameter ratios. 
·, 
·fhe fluid used was air. 
The test results are summarized below: 
1. The overall heat transfer by conduction and con~ 
vection can best be described by the ratio of an 
equivalent conductivity, k0 , to the molecular con- , 
ductivity, k, in terms of the Rayleigh number, 
PrGrL, based on the annular width, as: 
', ·,t - .-,- ' 
'' ~ ' 
for 4< log(PrGrL) < 6 
2. The temperature profiles across the annular area 
were also examined. They revealed the following 
information: 
·-~ a. - The annulus is a nearly isothermal region, 
except for a thin layer near the.inside 
surface, where large temperature .g~~dients 
were recorded. 
.. b. fhe convective flow patterns are largely 
unstable, especially in the region directly 
·over the inside cylinder, where severe 
. . . 
. . . 
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!his experimen.t was initially ma.dertake:m. as an in.ves-
. tigatiGn inte., the internal natural 0019.vection ceolllg of 
satellite vehicles. In the eriginal pr@blem a mixture ef 
very hot gases was to be 0011.filled ban. a:rannlar area, aad a 
predictiom ef the convective heat transfer to comparatively 
eoel iD.Jaer and outer cylinder walls was desired. However, 
there were mamy inherent difficulties associated with an. 
a:nalysis of the heat tra.E.sfer phe11.ome:aa involved, ineludilag: 
l. Heating the gases outside the apparatus and 
'fillillg the annulus quickly te mai•taill a relatively aiga 
gas temperature. 
2. Keeping the annulus walls eeel with respect te tae 
gas during the filling process. · 
' 3. Establishing a free convection flew pattern while 
maiJa.tainillg the elevated gas temperature. 
4. Re1ating the results of the time response ef the 
I;... 
system to the actual operating conditions which would pre-
vail ill the vehicle. 
As a first step ill appreaehin.g a selutie• te the abeve 
preblem, equipme:m.t was desigmed to provide some basic iD.fer-
mati0n en the natural cenveetion in a horizontal aw»ular 
region resulting frem heating a gas on the imside surface 
·a:ad cooling it a:m. the eutside surface. It is in.te:ra.ded that 
the next step will be to reverse the heating and 0001111.g 
surfaces and perhaps develop a superpositiom type of 
.. 3 ·-
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I 
aelutio• te Uelude heatin.g an.d/or cooling from either 
directiGn. fhe original problem could then be solved as 
the special case iBvolviag cooli•g en beth inside an.d eut~ 
side. 
the investigatien had the follewimg ebjeotives: 
1. ~0 determine the heat transfer effect caused by 
aatural oe~vectisn alone and to deduce empirical eorrela-
tieas based en the relevan.t dimensionless parameters. 
2. Te reeord data en the temperature profiles im the 
a:anulus in 0rder to gain a better um.derstan.ding ef the heat 
transfer mechanism. 
3. To oompare the re~ults with these ef some earlier 
111.vestigatiom.s. 
fhe apparatus consisted of an. outer eylinder ef fixed 
diameter used successively with feur inner tubes ef varying 
diameters in erder to provide imfermatisn on the effect '•f 
•utside-diameter~to-inside~diameter ratie on the results. 
these pieces.were made @f steel, while the werkim.g fluid 
used was air. The tests covered ranges of autside-te-
inside-diameter ratios frem 3.37 to 10.l; Grashof numbers, 
~ri, based e~ tke inside diameter, from 3o98 x 103 to 
3.73 x 105; and Rayleigh numbers, PrGrL, based Olll. the 
&11»ular width, betweea 1.02 x 104 aad 1.07 x 106• 
•.' ' 
.:.-;i 
. .. . ,~ \ . 
! •. 
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' ) II •. Review of Prier Imvestigationa 
UnfortU11ately, very little information is available 
en the subject ef natural convection heat transfer within 
' ·-' .. , , .. --..,,, ..... , .. ~ .......... ,,,_,_, . .,_,,_.,_.,- '-
a:a annulus. The prineipal reason for this lack of infer- r 
mation is that only recently have practical applicatio•s 
developed. 
A the>rough discussion of the papers relevant te this 
investigation is presented by Liu (1). A brief review ef 
that-presentation an~Liu's Gwn results will follow: 
Beckman~ initially i~vestigated the subject of matural 
convection heat transfer in cylindrical gas layers. He 
tested seven sets of horizontal, co-axial cylinders ef two 
meters in lemgth with a range ef outside-to-inside-diameter 
ratios from 1.2 to 8.1. He used one in.side tube. as his 
heater and successively varied the diameter ef his outside 
eylinder. He employed three different gases: air, hydro-
gem and carb0n dioxide, and eevered a ran.ge ef Grashef 
number from 103 ts 107 • 
Beclanan:m described the contributie:n ef oenveotio:m. te 
the overall heat transfer precess by means of the ratie 
ef an equivale•t eenductivity, k0 (including the effects 
of conductiom and convectiem), te the molecular eendue-
tivity, k, defined by: 
Q ln.(D. /D ) .. , k/k: C O i 
e 21Tk(t1-t8 ) (1) 
- 5 -
'. \' -
' ' ... 
. ' '\. 
·•!.; 
·. ..,. ' 
I~ ' I • 
,• . 
.! ' ·• 
.J 
l°'.''l~p:-:r~-· .. • ."".-'·'.: -.. ,·:_·.·.', \;o•r_,_'"·"'·•· ,., . 
-
- -- _. - - - - '="-- ' 
Jrrausseld exte•ded Beokman:a's we:rk, usi:Dg three seta 
ef eonc·a:ratric copper tubes lo2 meters in. length {@utaide-
te-illside=>diameter rati0s~0f 1.2, ,1.5, and 3) and employillg 
tltree differe:at liquifis: water, transformer eil and ma-
eh.h.e oil.~.. He improved · the c»riginal equipment design sig-
aificamtly ill applying guard heaters to the ends ef his 
apparatus to redu~e the axia1 heat loss and im using a 
water spray system to provide un.iferm ceeliJl.g o~ the out-
side eylinder. 
Kraussold prese•ted his resu1ts i• terms ef k0 /k as 
a fun.etien of the Rayleigh number, PrGrL• a,ad he propesei 
th~ fellewbg empirical eorrelatio•s& 
k /k = l 
•• 
k8 /k = o.11(:eattGrL)0•29 
' 
k0 /k = 0.4(PrGrL) 0•20 
• 
\ 
f'er leg(PrG:rL) < 3-' (2) 
fer .3.8<leg(PrG:rL)<6.0 (3) 
fer leg(~L)>6.0 (4) 
with maximum deviatie11.s ef +22,£~ SJ1.d -20%. Beekm8J1• 1 s re .. 
sults were alse cerrelated by these equatio:m.s. 
~he meat comp1ete experimental analysis ef •atural 
eeavecti&n heat transfer in herizental ~»nuli, a•wever, 
was the investigation performed by Liu himself. His appara .. 
. tus cemsisted of a fixed outside tube cooled with a water 
jacket Ud used with five smaller tubes successively cea-
tered bside, each one equipped witk &JI. internal heatiq 
eeil. All the tubes were made of brass. ~he anmular reg1•• 
1 
wa~ apprexirnately l.9 im.ehes 1en.g, altheugh. the test seetie11. ·· 
• I 
.-. ,. •.· .~·. 
,•; '. . 
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was lecated i• the center 6 iB.ches. Impreved guard heaters 
were employed on either side of the test section ~d the 
axial temperature gradient, which Liu· had ques.tioned im 
the previous experiments, was considerably reduced. 
Liu used four thermocGuples 0n both the inside 8.lld 
.ix.. 
eutside cylinders in. the middle 0f the test seetio• to 
measure the surfaee temperatures. He also had two thermo-
.oouples apiece on each cylinder at the ends of the test 
section to check en the axial temperature gradients along 
the surfaees. He measured the fluid temperatures by meaB.s 
ef four radial thermocouple probes sf adjustable immersion 
depth mewated om the outside cylimder at locations corres-
po•diD.g te the surface thermeesuples two imehes away frem 
eenter. 
Liu's werk eevered a relatively wide range ef varia-
bles, including outside-te-imside-diameter ratios from 
1.15 te 7.5 and a Rayleigh •umber {PrGrL) range frem 102 
te 108 ; hie use of air, water a.m.d silicone fluid as the 
working media provided ~rSJldtl numbers of appr0ximately 
1, 8 &11.d 3000. 
Muek ef Liu's investigatien was direeted net enly 
teward a prediction ef the heat transfer but also toward 
a oemplete wa.dersta:m.din.g of the llvolved flew dynamics • 
. . eemsequently he previded his apparatus with a means of 
visually viewing and photographing the flew scheme to 
allow a eemparison of the temperature profiles acress the 




an•:ular spaee wi tll his ebservatie-8. Liu f oun.d that tb · · 
overall heat tra.J1sfer can be correlated as: 
· . · · . k /k~ 1.0 
.. ' ' ,. 
2 Pr GrL 
.ter. log <3 l.36+Pr 
,, 
.; I' • 
.: -:,~ > 
. ' ·: 
ke/k • 0.135 
Pr2GrL 0.278 
l • .36+Pr 
.. 
witll a •axiama d.eTiati•• e:f +28~ a•4 -1~. 
.; 
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Judging from Liu' s experiments· {l)·, lll which lle ·eb-
served various flow instabilities, including severe osci1-
1ations of the flow patterns and the formation of three-
. ··· dimensional flo,v cells, a complete mathematical de scrip-
... 
. tien of the·e0nvective heat transfer phen0mema is virtually 
impossible. Even extremely simplified representatiG•s ef 
the experimental conditions result in very complex differ-
ential equatie~s, and me aE.alytic solutio~ has yet been 
performed. 
. 
Liu did examine cme ease ef the problem under consi-
deration, greatly restricted for the sake Gf simplicity, 
ill order to determine the relevant independent dimension-
1ess parameters. He assumed two-dimensienal, laminar, 
stable flow of a comstam.t property fluid 1m. a horizontal 
an~ulus with beth the inside and outside surfaces kept at 
eeastant but differe•t temperatures. 
He.began. with the equations c,f metie:n. fer illcompres-
sible, steady, lamimar flow as givem by (2), the continuity 
equation a:m.d the energy equatie• with eoBstmit fluid pro--
perties and :aegligible dissipa.tie:m. (all ia cylindrical ce-
erdinates). He in·trodueed dime:m.sie:m.less variables and re--
dueed th~ equatiems to diniemsionless fermso He further 
simplified through the use ef the stream function, elimi-
•ated the press~e terms, and achieved the following re-
·aUJ.ts. 
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. : !Ike equatioas •f meti•• _are simplified i».to: 
·i!e ~ - ~?," ~ .L n ~ ..... .1.~~ - .l.~~ 
. c} rs i)tj, cl "'& a9 ~'"' + r~ 'a rt:)<)"- ?J(/; ~ ~ r"- ;; cp rt. ;;r ;)" 
- ..!.. ~ -;;7.cf - 'Z. ~ ';j?.~ - J_ ~ ~ = - ' / ,:,n "'"-;,e + .- c:.os'°" ~& ( 7) r af" ~r-~'} r'I at:fi elf,.,. r~ ~r ct;s . C:rtt, .,.. i;tf> .,, ~r 
I ( ';)+Ip -z. ~4'#. '/(k - ~ "]tp _ 1._t1:_ +l.. ~ +.f.~ +l. ti: + GrL r ~ f" ... .... r ~("'&~fl"+ "Z.~ 1"5 r-'& .)--~~'& t ~ .. -i \"-i. ~.- ·. r" i),P"- r" d,/. 
the emergy equation beoemes; 
( "(~~e ~)~"\ ;le - ";>e , -;l·e 
'PC""G-c--\.1 ~,s ~r- - c)r- ;;t,J = r ~r'I. +- ¥" + r <''P.,_ (8) 
Fer the details of the derivation and the appropriate 
beu:adary_ eemditians, the reader is referred to Liu's dis-
eussioD.. 
Frem this am.alysis it was apparemt that the dimemsion~ 
less numbers which would enter in the selutien 0f this sys~ 
tem ef partia1 differential equatiems are: ,5 -
l. The Grashof number, GrL 
2. fhe Rayleigh number, PrGrL 
3. A dimeDsionless geometric faetor, r 
4. !he dimensienless temperature ratio, e 
Aeoerdingly, k0 /k or Nu1 can be substituted fer 8 if tae 
ameUD.t ef heat transfer ±s to be determined. 
Beeause a cGmplete analytic solutiem is unavailable, 
the test data will be examiRed with reference ta these di-
mensionless groups, as this seems the mest likely methed 
ef ebtaining meaningful results~ 
.. 10 .. 
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IV. Description e,f the Ex;eer¥1e:atal Ap;earatul! 
'..J-
A. General Discussion 
The annuli consisted of pairs ef concentric steel 
tube~, the entire apparatus being approximately 33 inches 
long. Because the actual heating length of the heater 
covered only the center 24 inches, this portion of the 
/ 
apparatus was sealed .. ,,·ooff by 1Yrinch-thick transi te disks 
for the test section. Two hellow flanged end pieces 
·. ',:·-·.: 
2~ imches long were used on either aide of the test seetie• 
( 
t, provide further insulation and support for the end 
plates. These pieces were packed with fiberglass' insu-
lating material, sealed with asbestos gaskets, and covered 
\by means 0f the end plates. Two stuffing boxes filled 
with graphite and mou:m.ted on the end plates were employed 
te provide support for the inside heater and a means 
of allowing the heater to expand longitudinally without 
thermally stressing it. 
The outer cylinder was cooled by means of water 
eirculated through copper tu~ing wound in a tight helix 
ever the 24 inch test· section, in an attempt to achieve 
.. 
an isothermal surface. The mass flow of water was con-
trolled through the use of a pressure regulator, and it 
remained relatively canstant. 
Approximately 1-ineh-thiok fiberglass insulation. was 
· ·wrapped araund the entire apparatus from one end plate te 
'-the ether (ever the copper.tubing) to reduce the possible 
- l.l -
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heat-transfer te the system from the reom air. The pa~ts 
were fastened together by interlocking the transite disks 
with the outer cylinder and the end pieces, and by bolting 
four 3/8=inch threaded rods running the length of the de-
.• 
vice at each end plate. 
The complete unit .:wa--s-, 'slipperted· · in a h0riz0ntal posi-
tie:n on two V~grooved wooden blocks, and it could be ro-
tated through any angle abeut the tube axis. 
, The assembly and details ef the apparatus are showm. 
ill Figures 1 th.reugh 9. 
B. Heater and Sheath Arrggeme11;t 
A G.E. Calrod (750 Watt maximum) heater was used as 
the eentral element in the apparatus. The heater was 
meunted in the stuffing box in each end plate. The eads 
were provided with ceramic insulators, so that no heat 
· would be l0at al0ng the small electrical terminals ex-
tending through the end plates. The power supply was 115 
volt line voltage regulated by a Variac transformer. The 
total input power to the device was determined through 
the use ef a voltmeter-ammeter combination, both meters 
. . having been calibrated fer accuracy. The details of the 
/ 
electrical circuit. are shewn in Figure 1. 
"------
The heater was initially used as the inner tube; the 
eutside-to-inside-diameter ratio was varied throughout the 
l· 
experiment by suecessively employing three steel sheaths 
- 12 • .' r•,, 
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which were fitted ever the heater for the lem.gth ef the 
-
test area. The sheaths used were ordi:ra.ary steel tubes, 
&Jtd it was mecessary to build up the sutside diameter of 
the heater by tightly wrapping aluminum foi1 around it, 
Ulltil each sheath was held securely i~ a concentric posi-
tion.. fhis means of chaJagi11g the inside diameter proved 
te be very beneficial during the experiroeat, iasofar as 
thermal stressing was concerned. The danger 0f welding 
the heater to the sheaths at the high eperational tempera-
·ture was alleviated by havilag several layers ef oempressible 
alumiD.um foil between the twe. 
,:, 
fhe surface of the heater was polished to reduce its 
emissivity (amd, thereby, lessen the am01m.t ef radiative 
heat transfer) with a oleth wheel and jeweler's rouge, 
while the sheath surfaces were maehimed om a lathe a.d 
similarly polished. The inside surface ef the outside 
cylinder was alse· s&.B.ded a.ad polished. 
The· relevallt dimemsie•s of the heater a:n4 sheaths 
are give• im Table II. 
c. Thermeeouples.aad TemRerature Measureme•t 
Ne. 24 gage thermocouples were utilized fer tempera~ 
ture measurement. Feur of these were placed an the inside 
surface ef the outer cylinder in the mid-pla.e am.d spaced 
_ evenly aro·rmd the circumference at 901 intervals, begi:a»t.g 
at the top. fwo •thers were located em-the same surface 
.. 1.3 -









.· .. 6 inches te the left ef the mid-plane, at the top and 
bottom.positions. Four thermocouples were used to reoerd 
"' the heater surface temperature; these were installed in. 
the tep and bottom.· posi tio:ns at the ceD.ter plane and 6 
iltehes to the left of center (radially opposite to those 
en the outer tube). fhey were attached to the surfaces 
with a small amount af temperature-resistant silicone 
sealan.t. fke wires were rW!l alen.g the surfaces, through 
the tram.site disk on the right side an.d out through one 
of two sealed ·glands mounted on the correspending end 
plate. The thermeeeuple leads were kept close to the sur-
. faces in an attempt to eliminate any lo:agitudinal conduc-
tion through. the wires. 
FGur Conax thermocouple probe assemblies with immer-
sion tubes were m@unted on the left end plate spaced evelll.7 
at 90° intervals and brought through the trcU1si te disk 
into the test area. Each a~sembly consisted of a sealed 
gland and an 18-imch-long, o.25o~i11eh-diameter stain.less 
steel tube with a bare wire thermocouple. The probes were 
each provided with an adjustable fitting to allow a variable 
immersion depth i• the annulus (frem the transite disk tG 
the mid-plane). They were designed as a means of proving 
the two-dimensienality of the flew pattern, and it was 
expected that inserting these traversing thermocouples 
into the apparatus in an axial direction would be superior 
tea traverse ll the radial directien, because the axial 
' . ' ' 
,·_,.. 
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.length of the test area·was theoretically isothermal, and 
th.ere would be less al teratio:n Gf the flow pattern. 
Tw0 other thermocouples were employed te determine 
the inlet and outlet c~_oling water temperatures to and 
\ 
frem the 24-in.oa-long test annulus. These were soldered 
directly i:m.to small holes drilled in the copper tublll.g. 
: ::.c',«.} 
Finally, ome radial traverse was installed 4 in.ehes 
·.te the left ef the mid-plane in the euter cylinder. This 
was also a Conax stainless steel assembly, which had a 
variable immersion depth up te 3~ imcAes. By rotating 
the outer cylinder i tsel.f, this thermeeeuple eeuld be · 
br•ught in.to the an:nulus fr.em any directiem., and essentially 
SllY temp.erature in. its plaJJ.e ef operatio:n could b_e measured. 
It was used primarily as a means of ascertaining the tem-
perature prefiles existi11g aeress the ammulus at various 
a•gles and for the differemt ineiie pieces. 
A Leeds and Northrup Type K-3 petentiemeter with a 
eald-jlllletion compensator and a mirror type galvam.emeter 
were used for the thermocouple E.M.F. measurement. Cali-
bration of the thermeoouples was accomplished using the. 
same equipment by eompariaom with a precisio~ mercury-i•-
glass thermometero A 16-pesiti~n multiple-selector switch 
· was used in the circuit te e11.able each set of readings 
to be obtained quickly. All the thermocouples, except. 
the radia1 traverse for which separate tests were ruJl, 
eould be accomodated by this switch. 
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the temperature-me~surement system is illustrated 
.1• Figure 1. Complete diagrams 0f all thermocouple pesi-
tions are show.aim Fi~es 2, 5, 10, 11, and 12. JI 
D. fhe Fluid 
Th.e fluid tested·was air, primarily beeause ef its 
easy access and its ability te be heated to high tempera-
tures ill. the 8-Dnulus with enly a small increase in pressure. 
The relevant thermal preperties are given in Figures 14 and 
15 (3). The Prandtl number is not shewn, as its value 
was assumed cemsta.nt througheut the tests and equal t0 
. ~-
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A. Aligrun~n~ . 9,f :E}CJ,U;~P~~l!l '' 
O•ee the apparatus was assembled as shoWll in.Figure 2,. 




insure uniform testing ccnditians. First the assembly· 
was rGtated until the radial traverse was exactly vertical, 
as indicated by a spirit level. As le:ag as the end nuts 
were not tightened, the end plate assemblies were free te 
retate together with respect to the center portion of the 
eutside cylinder. The edges of the end plates had been 
marked at points oerresponding to the moun.tings of the 
thermocouple gla.mds; therefore, again using the vertical, 
the end plates could be aligned. All- the nuts were then 
tightened, and the frictian of the transite disks on the 
steel pieoes preveated further movement of the system 
eomponents. hy longitudinal deviation of the apparatus 
away from the horiz0ntal could be checked by placing the 
level alo:ag the threaded supports • 
. 
B. Heat Traasfer Measureme•ts 
fhe electrical ceD1tections· were made 1n preparatiea 
for testing (including attaching all thermocauple leads, 
except those from the radial traverse, to the multiple-
selector switch), and the pcwer was turned on. fhe tra:as-
former was adjusted to the desired p•wer settUg, aad eaee 
.. 17 .. 
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steady state was obtai•ed ·(see Seeti.ell V, Part E) , a oom-
plete set of readings was taken. Each. set in.eluded E •. M.F. 
I 
measurements of all 16 thermocouples, the voltage and 
-eurre:m.t, till.d the.amollll.t" of water flew ever a 2-minute 
interval. Generally 9 this took about 15 mi:mutes. After 
fi:aishiD.g eaeh rum., the transformer was varied fer a new 
heat i•put eomdition, aJl.d the procedure was repeated. 
The time required for the system to reach steady state 
b 
varied between 2 and 3 hours. 
The maximum operating eonditio• ef the heater was 
restricted in twe ways: the surface temperature c0uld net 
0 exceed 750 F, aiad the power input could net exceed 750 
Watts •. These limits were never approached, hewever, be-
cause very little pewer was needed to 0btain a high heater 
. temperature &lld because the teflem seal&J1ts im the therme-
eeuples could not be heated over 5008 F. The minimum heater 
temperature was limited only by the temperature of the 
· water used ta cool the outside cylinder. H0wever, since 
' 
am ammeter whieh imdicated a minimum of 0.1 amp was used, 
readimgs w~re not take• for currents below this value. 
It was thought that the power input at Ool amp (approxi-
mately 0.2 Watt) would be a sufficiently lew miltimum due 
te the correspondingly low accuracy in determi•in.g the 
temperature difference across the a.Dnulus. 
A water flow rate of approximately 2.5·peuads per 
' 
mi•ute was used for all the heat transfer tests. ~h.ia,. 
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T~lue was ehesell as.a cempromise betwee~ twe detrimental 
effects: higher flow rates exhibited larger fluctuatioms, 
which made the achievement of steady state mere difficult, 
while lower flow rates resulted i:m. larger circumferential 
..• 
temperature gradients ar0u:nd the outer cylinder (the inte•t 
was to maintain an is@therm.al surface). 
l I, 
fkere were 9 rwas performed for each of the first 3 
pieces and 13 rums fer the faurth. A range of heater 
temperatures from approximately 678 F to 4438 F was covered •. 
Tae largest temperature difference across the amnulus was 
0 6 351 F; the smallest was 2.0 F. Frem 011e run t0 the next 
the change varied from 0.6°F te 668F, and the average 
; 
change was 32°F. 
c.. !f em;eera ture !J!J:averses 
After all the sets ef heat transfer data were recorded 
f•r each inside piece, the multiple-selector switch was 
disconnected from the potentiometer, and the radial tra-
versing therm000uple was used alone. A set of tempera-
ture readings was then taken. for am. input power setting 
ef 1.0 amp and (apprQximately) 20.l volts for each inside 
cylinder fer five differeat allgles of the traverse (whieh 
) 0 • were obtained by rotating the entire apparatus :. 0 , 45 , 
90°, 135°, a:Rd 1808 (see Figure 11). For each angular 
pesitio•, the traverse began at the outside surface a.ad 
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1:nside. surface, where the largest temperature gradients . 
" " 
were expected, the increment was decreased to 0.125 inches,• 
fhe time required·to record a steady temperature reading 
fer eaeh depth setting 0f the traverse was ·between 2 and 
15 minutes. 
J ... -. • .,,; .;-..-
· · · -· 
Measurement ef tae depth of immersien of the therm•-
ceuple was accomplished through the use 0f a semi--cireular 
.. weeden gauge, which had been meUB.ted and calibrated before 
the assembly of the equipment. The gauge is illustrated 
ill Figure 13. 
D. Measureme:ra.t •f Ead I.eases 
Separate tests were alse perferaed usiag successively 
tke smallest and largest inside pieces in order te deter-
mine the amo'Ullt ef heat transfer across the a:m.mulus as a 
fun.etien of the heat input.e These measurements would 
then previde infermati0n om the end losses of the apparatus. 
When the system came tQ steady state for a given pewer 
setting, the follewing data was recorded: input voltage 
·, . &Jld current readings, the inlet and outlet ooolimg water 
temperatures and the water flow over a speci~ied time in~ 
terval {usually 1 minute). It was necessary to decrease 
the mass flow rate from that used in the other tests te 
between o.a and 1.0 pounds per minute in order to obtain a 
larger difference between-the outlet and inlet tempera-
















when. subsequent heat balaaees en. the water flew were per-
formed. Further reduction of the flew rate was considered 
um.wise due to-the likeliheod ef ereating large circumferen-
tial temperatur~ gradients inside the allllulus which might 
destrey the significance 0f the results. 
·fhus far in the diseussi011 the concept of "steady 
state" has been mentioned frequently but not defined ex-
pliei tly. It was the aim o:f this experiment ta establish .~). · 
~ 
steady state as meaning that none of. the temperature readings 
ia the system varied by mere than o.1°F e\t~r a i5 minute 
interval. Im well over 80% of the readings involved, 
steady state as thus defined was not difficult to obtain. 
However, as explained bel0w, it ceuld not be achieved in all 
cases. 
In short, there were many quantities which varied 
threughout the tests, and to attempt to control all of 
them s·imul taneously .was infeasible from the standpoint of 
the time and expense involved. Some of the difficulties 
were: 
1. The water flow rate exhibited maximum fluctuations 
ef ±7% frcm the mean value, even with the use of a pressure 
regulator. This was still a vast improvement over the UD.-
regulated flow; tests showed that not only was the percem~ 
tage of fluctuation reduc~d, but the time response of the 
I \ ', 
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·t1ew to severe pressure chan.ges in. the lines was eeasiderably 
lengthened. 
\ 
2. The water supply was alse found ·to be subject ·.t·• 
.. large temperature differences C± 15°F) ; these. were generally 
· feUJ1d, ta occur at regular .. cimes during the day (8 :00 · AoM• Gd·· 
4~00 P.M.), reflecting the appare:m:t,,1dependence of the tem-
- perature upon water usage. OD.ee the ,,ater temperature be-
. !., ·: , - "' 
gan to change, the achievement of steady state was empes-
sible for ·several hours. 
• 3. Variation of the lina veltage was also ebserved 
daily, probably as a function of the electrical activity in. 
rv 
the building. The only control over this variation waste 
m&E.ually reset the transformer until suitable readings om 
tae voltmeter and ammeter were obtained. 
4. The unsteady nature of the 00nvective flow pattern 
itself resulted in irregular oscillations of the E.M.F. 
values from the thermocouples in the fluid. fhe. only re-
course was to attempt to find the average ef the fluctua-
tions of the galvanometer for each reading. 
With all these variations ocouring at the same time, 
steady state readings from all the thermocouples in all the 
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the following is aJ2 estimate of errors iavelved ll 
taking the data: 
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l. !he eoeen.tricity ef the ill.Side cylinder was less 
this ecoentrieity was due to some freedem o~ 
mevement of the heater illside the stuffing boxes and te the 
midspaa defleetie:a of the .lllside piece caused by g1:avi ty •. 
2. · !he total pewer illput was botm t@ ?Yi tl'lin 6% •. 
·!here .were 3% maximum·errors prese:m.t b. the voltmeter aw.a. 
ammeter readings. t I, ~ilJO ~. "', . ',t I • 
3. !lle flew rate was eorreet to withi• 2~. Althougla 
the flow vaxied by as mueh as 7% during the course c,f ~ 
iay, the pressure regulator mai•taiD.ed a aearly eoastaat 
eutput for the 15 minutes required te ebtaill a set e£ 
readings. ~here was negligible srr0r involved ll tiroi:ag 
the oollectio:m. of water oveJr: a specified interval (.usually 
1 or 2 mim.utes) &lld lll weighllg the collected wate-r witll a 
.,balaace. 
4. Most ef the thermeeeuple readhgs were•• mere 
tlaa:a 0.18F ll error. Heweve:r, the Ullsteady nature of the 
flew pattern caused some fluctuatioD. in the readings fr•• 
the fluid thermocouples &11d the thermocouples•• the eut~ 
side cylinder ,~~aurfaee directly ab eve the heater o Whe:a 
tla.e fluetuatioEJ.s did occur, aa attempt was made to read 
the meal1 value from the galvaJa.ometer, but it was still••-
tirnated that these temperatures oeuld have bee• up t• 
1.0°F ia err•r• 
5. fhe depth. measuremeats e:a. betll the axial sad 
raclial traversiq thermeeeuples were less th&ll 1/32" ill 
, • ,'r 
' . . '' '.:' ~ . 
,. 
,• I • ' 
' . 
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errer. The gauge shewa in Figure 13 e:mabled the radial 
readings to be made accurately, while the axial depth 
settings were marked on the iromersi0n tubes. ~~ ·;.~~ . ;, 
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VI,' ·.. . ' Methods of Calculati•• 
A. Ead Lesses .. 
From the voltage aia.d curre•t data recorded fer each 
setting on the Variac in the end loss tests, the total 
power input im (Btu/hr-ft) could be determined from: 
(9) 
The tetal amount of heat transferred acress the aa-
aulus fer each i•put power setting e0uld be calculated as: 
(10) 
An. e:ad les_s correction factor, defilled as ( Q2:of ~) 
eeuld then be found as a fUllctio• of the pswer input. 
~his factor would later enable the determinatie~ of Q 2I> 
i• the heat transfer tests once~ was kn.0WJ1.. 
B. Heat Tr&llsfer 
F•r each run in the heat transfer tests, the input 
p•wer was calculated from Equati0• .(9). The end loss 
. 
correction factor, as determined in Section VI, Part A, 
was applied in order to obtain Q2D. Since Q2D included 
the heat transfer by conduction~ convection, alJ.d radiatio•, 
it was necessary to evaluate the latter a:ad subtract it 
frem tlae total to find Q0 • 
The radiative heat transfer was evaluated frem aa 
appr0ximate equivalent netw0rk analysis (3) as: · 
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(11) 
'\ ·. . 
where t 1 and t 0 were determimed fram the average readings 
ef the surface thermocouples at the in.11er and· outer su.r~ 
faces of the test section respectively. fhe value ef· 
the emissivity of the illll.er surfaoe, was evaluated as a 
funotion ef the temperature ef the 1D.D.er piece frsm 
Figure 16 (4). The Guter cylinder oxidized very quietly 
duri•g the tests and its emissivity E:0 was assumed censtaiat 
&Jl.d equal te Oe80 (4). 
The heat transferred by eo•duotion and convectiea ,, 
eeuld then be cemputed by:a; 
(12) 
Q0 was then used in Equation. (1) te calculate the 
ratio ef k0 /k. A sample calculation for a typical run is 
given in Appendix G. In view of the complicated tempera-
ture distributioms in the a:ranular space (see Section VII, 
Part C), all properties of air were determined according 
te the arithmetic average of the imaer and outer surface 
temperatures for reasons of cenvenien.ce. 
• 
• 
e. ~emperature Prefilea 
!ae results ef the temperature traverse• were put :Late 
a dim.e».siollless farm beeause ef •••-1mif ermi ties 1• tlle 
- 26 -
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surface temperatures aroUJ1.d_the eircumference which oo-
- eu:rred d:ug,ing the course ef the measurements. !!!he distSJ1ee 
ef the thermceouple prebe frem the iJaSide cylinder ,,as di• 
vided by the ~ular width an.d the temperatt:J1ra.differenee 
between a point h the annul.us a.d the outside surface was _ 
divided by the 1eeal temperature difference aeress the aa-
•ulus. Whe• the annular lftidth was eemputed, the eecem.trie--
it7 for eaeh location was i~eluded, because the plots Gf 
the temperat1.1re distributi0ns Bear the inside eyli•der 
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· ··VII. Results &lld Discussion. 
A. Em.d LGsses 
The results of the end less tests are shown. in Table III 
bd Figure 17. Tests were rll'tl only for the heater alen.e · 
(tube set l) a11d f0r the heater with the largest sheath 
(tube set 4). It was th0ught that the major portien of 
the resistance to radial heat transfer would be in the 
aluminum foil wrapped around the heater to fit the sheaths 
a:ad that the presence of more or less metal in a sheath 
weuld net greatly alter the radial heat transfer. Hence 
the curve ebtained for tube set 4 was also applied for 
tube sets 2 and 3 to determine Q2D/Qto 
The percen~age of radial heat transfer across the 
&Jlnulus for beth inside pieces tested was very.high for 
' 1ow power inputs, decreased somewhat and then increased 
slightly fer very high power inputs. As expected, the 
percentage for the heater alone was always greater th&ll 
that fer the heater and sheath, because the heater (with-
eut aluminum foil) offered much less resistwa.ce to the 
heat trans.fer. 
The percentage ef heat transferred acress the annulus 
was thus determined for the range of pQwer i~puts which 
would be used in the heat transfer tests. 
I 
r, 
B. Heat Traasf er 
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molecular conductivity, kc/k, ealeulatecl from Equatien (1), 
I ... ·-is given in Table IV along with the important dimensionless. 
numbers. A plot of log(kc/k) against leg{PrGrL) for the 
40 run.sis show:n in Figure 18. 
Freman exa.mination of Liu's results amd the results 
. ef Kraussold as explained by Liu, evidently the data (in 
Figure 18) oan be represented by a straight line plot. 
Fer t~e ra.ge af Rayleigh number (PrGrL) cevered in the 
tests, Kraussold described the heat transfer by Equatien i 
(3), while Liu's Equation (6), for a value of ·praiadtl 
•umber equal te O. 72, reduces te the fell owing:· 
(13) 
I• determiae the numerical relation appliaable t0 the 
present data, it may be assumed that 
wlD.ere A 8Jld m are 1111kmeWJ1. censtan.ts te be determilll.ed. 
Equation (14) can be rewritte• as 
SubstitutllJ.g the test data from runs 1 through 40 into 
(14) 
. Equation (15), a set of equations is formed which, according 
to the method of least squares (5), provide the following 
two normal equations with unknowns m and log A: 
40 4o L. log(k0 /k) == m L log(PrGrL) + 40 log A. (16) I I 
_ ~og(k0 /k) · ~g(PrGrL~ == 1.. 4o 
1 
· m ~ ~og(PrGrL~ + . ?log(PrGrL) log A (17) · 
- 29 -
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Selving Equations (16) and {17) simultaneously,· A &Jld m 
aZ'.e found to be 0~421 and 0.212 respectively, so that 
Equation (14) beeemes: ., . 
k0 /k = 0.42l(PrGrL) 0•212 (18) 
.. Equation (18) has -been plotted ill Figure 18 fer the range 
of Rayleigh number covered; all but three 0£ the data 
points are described by Equation (18) -with a maximum 
deviation of ±31%. fhe scattering of the data is due te 
inaccuracies in the equipment used as well as ta the 
problems mentioned in Section V, Part E. 
Figure 19 shows a comparison-of Equation (18) with 
the results of K:raussold and Liu and, in general, the 
1
data 
obtained indicate a higher heat transfer rate. The ex-
perimental deviation of +31% provides considerable over-
-
lap with the range of k 0 /k predicted by Kraussold, al-
though Liu's c0rrelation is still somewhat lower. The 
end result of the analysis indicates closer agreement 
with the equatiens proposed by Krausseld. 
Figure 20 presents a comparison of the Nusselt 
•umber, Nu1 , defined as: 
with the relatiem proposed by McAdams (6) for natural 
ee•veetion,around a horizontal free ~ylinder: 
( , )0.25 Bu1 = 0.5.3 PrGr1 
(19) 
(20) 
tae close agreeme•t of Equation (20) with the data 
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~s noteworthy, in view 0f the influence of the eonfining 
· outside surface of the annulus • 
. Figures 21 through 24 show the temperature gradients 
im. the system· ( expressed as a percentage of the tempera-
ture difference acr0ss the annulus) as a function of the 
. tetal heat input. The axial gradients were camputed frem 
· the averages of the circumferential temperatures at the 
,. 
test section and 6 inches to the left. Positive and nega-
tive signs indicated higher and lower average temperatures 
at the test section respectively. The,circumferential 
_gradients were calculated as the maximum deviation of any 
~f the surfaee temperatures at a particular axial location 
away from the mean at that location. 
The axial gradients along the heater (Figure 21) 
were moderately l~w except at low power inputs; the 
·gradients decreased, except in the ease of tube set 4, with 
increasing sheath diameter and this r,ras· the expected re-
·sult, for the increasing amount of metal in the sheath 
should have spread the heat more quickly. It is inter-
esting to note that the axial gradient om the heater in 
three of the four cases showed a tendency to increase 
slightly at high power inputs following the initial de-
crease and levelling off. ~his occurrence followed ex-
actly the curves discussed in Sect.ion VII, Part A for the 
end loss. Apparently the highest end losses occured when 
--· 
the axial gradients were lowest. 
, ...... 
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' 
·Figure 22 shews that the axial ·gradient, along the 
eutside cylinder were very small except again at low 
"' 
power inputs. These low values indicate that the water 
flow through the eopper tubing was a very effective mea:as 
of comtrelling the outside cylinder ·temperature. 
Figures 23 and 24 show the circumferential tempera~ 
ture gradients present on the inside and outside cylimder 
surfaces. These were en the orde~ of magnitude of 4 
te 7% and compare very favorably witk the values claimed 
. by Liu. The increase in the circumf eren-'cial gradient 
around the inner piece with the increase in sheath dia-
meter was expected, because of the larger difference im 
the fluid temperatures in the proximity of the surface 
aroUJ1d the circumference. 
Using the axially-traversing thermaeouples, tempera-
. 
tu.re gradients in the fluid were also recorded {see 
Table IV). The two fluid temperatures above the heater 
were averaged for the center test section and 6 inches 
to the left of center. The gradient {TGAft) between 
'the two averages was computed in the same manner as for 
the-surface temperatures. A similar calculation was 
perfermed fer the fluid temperatures below the heater 
(TGA.fb). Most runs showed both gradients to be less · 
than 1%, indicating that there was little three-dimen-· 
sional mixiJJ.g within.the annulus. 
i ; .1 ,.- ' ·,' 
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e. TemJ?erature Prefiles )' . 
1·,·fab.les V through VIII give the results of the 4 \,[. 
temperature traverses performedo This same informatien 
is_ plotted in dimensi0nless form in Figures 25 through 28. 
!!!he< results, in general, supp~rt very strongly the findings 
ef Liu, the only inv~stigator known by this author to 
have examined the temperature profiles previously. 
All the pr0files except those at o0 shew a thin. ... , 
layer near the inside cylinder where the temperature 
dreps very rapidly and an almost isothermal region from 
this layer to the outside cylinder sur~ace. A thin layer 
noted by Liu near the outside surface was net found ia 
all cases during the present tests. 
The region ef fluctuation in the thermocouple readim.gs 
described by Liu near the o0 position was detected. Many 
of the readings taken in that area were only approximate. 
The decrease in the percentage of the isothermal regio~ 
with the increasing inside cylinder diameter was also 
substantiated. The most orderly temperature distribution 
was obtained for tube set 1, the most disorderly for tube . f 
set 4, indicating that the smoothest flow-patterns occur 
for large Gutside-to-inside-diameter ratios. Tempera~ 
ture inversions were noticed near the outside surface 
which became more pranounced with increasing sheath 
diameter, again supporting the idea that the flow is more 
irregular as the annular width decreases. 
- 33 -
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. VIII.. Future· Improvements ' ' _r ,-,· ', i - · .. 
,, ··.:.' 'l 
, __ -.--, ... -·. 
There are several suggestiens which may·~e offered as 
t-e the improvements of' the equipment and testing procedure 
before experiments are performed with the heating and 
cooling surfaces reversed. These are concerned primarily 
with the end losses and radiation determination. 
To reduce ~he end losses, a heater should be used 
'"·l-} 
which has its entire length contained in the test sectiom 
(and preferably, the heating length would equal the entire 
length). The insulated areas on beth ends of the test sec-
' 
tion would offer considerably more resistance to axial heat 
1- .-! 
transfer away from the test section, and the end losses 
would consequently be decreased. It is believed that an ex-
perimental apparatus with this improvement would not need 
guard heaters on the ends to reduce losses. Finally,. re-
gardless of the meth0d used to control the end losses, much 
r 
more data • 1S needed to plot them accurately as a function 
<Df heat . input. 
More lmowledge of the radiative contribution to the 
tetal heat transfer • the annulus • also necessary for in 1S 
mqre accurate results. ~o reduce the radiation, either a 
material of lower en1issivi ty than steel should be used for 
the cylinders (such as polished a~uminum or brass), or the 
steel should be chrome plated. Separate tests should also 
be run on samples of the same material as the cylinders t0 
determine very accurately their emissivities as a fUJ1ctiea 
of temperatur~. 
- 34 .. ) 
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. IX. Summary and Oen.e1usiom.s · 
. ' -
. fhis investigation of natural ean.veetien heat trans .. · 
· .· fer through air in horizontal a:mnuli eevered a range of 
1-···· 
· . 4 6 Rayleigh number (.PrGrL) from 1.02 x 10 to lo07 x 10. 
Feur different inside cylinders were used with a single 
eutside cylinder, and the outside-to-inside-diameter ratio 
varied from 3.37 to 10.1. fhe temperature profiles aeress . 




fh.e fellowlll.g conclusions can. be drawn from the results, 
1., The heat traD.sfer relatien for air ea:m be · 
correlated as: 
k;c/k = 0.421{PrGrL) 0•212 fer 4<1og(PrGrL) <6 
2. The temperature profiles reveal a nearly isothermal 
region across the annulus, except for a thin layer 
near the inside cylinder, where the t~mperature 
changes very rapidly. 
3. The flow inside the annulus is UD.stable and shows 
severe oscillations, especially in the region 
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!able I. Nemenelature 
----
.. ' .. ', l 
.· ' H,,f".\ • 
· !rhe imp0rtant symbols used are lis·t;ed below. Others :aet appearing in the table· are defin.ed in the oorrespondiag sections in the text~ 
SDmOL 














., :::- ._ < 
EXPLANATIOB 
r. 
Diameter, im. or ft. 
Voltage dr~p, vtlts 
" Gravitatienal acceleration= 41.7 x 107 ft/u2 
Current, amperes 
Melecular conductivity ef air, :Btu/hr-ft-8 li' 
Equivalent conductivity due to convection and ·0 conduction, defined by Equatien (1), Btu/hr-ft- F 
hnular width, in. or ft. 
. Mass flew rate, lbm/min er lbm/hr 
Heat transferred, Btu/hr-ft of axial length 
Radial distance, in. er ft. 
iemperature, °F (except Equati•• 11, 8B.) 
Temperature, 8F 
Radial velocity, ft/hr 
Ta:mgem.tial velocity, ft/hr 
Ceefficient ef thermal expam.sion, ft3/ft3.•y 
Surface emmissivity, dimensionless 
--- - .. 
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I, ' ·~ 
lemenclature ( centinuecl) . 
. . 
' ..:.,,.__ . _,. 
· Dimensionless temperatu.re based Oll the tem-pere.,t"U.re difference bet~1een a point in the 
annulus and the outsid@- su;ieface divided by the local su:reface temperature difference 
across th0 ruanulus 
Viscosity, lbm/ra-ft 
Ce:m.stamt . = 3 .1416 
De•sity ef' fluid, lbm/ft3 
.... 
· 
_ . -8 · • 4 Stefan.-Baltzmann oonstant=0.174xl0 Btu/hr-ft~ R 
A:agu.1ar position in polar. oeerdinates 
Stream functio• 





Pran.dtl number = p.c,/k . 
Grashof number = · f'~~ {? <;, -~.) )( \-3 or I): p. 
Nusselt number= Q0 /-n-k(t1-t•) 
PrGr Rayleigh number 







' ' _(, 
' ' . ' . 
r. ·,. ' .' ' 
Axially in. the fluid.belGw the heater 
Axially iw the fluid abeve the heater 
Axially along the inside surface of the a:m:,u.lus 
Axially along the 0utside surface c,f the annulus 
Circumferentially aroll.D.d the illside surface 
of the aDnulus 
·Circu..mferentially areUJld the eutsiie surface 
of the a:n:mulus 
·;~ 
.. 
' _,. ' . 
. ' 
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. -.-. llemenclature ( oe:atil.aued) ' ', . t:· ~ ~ \ 
By ceiaductien and c~nveetion in the test sectiea 
Refers to iIJner surface gf a:nm.u1us 
Refers te inlet oeeli:ng water 
Refers to an:mular width 
Refers te outer surface Gf annulus 
Refers to outlet cooling water 
By radiatien o:m.ly in ~he test seetioa 
Refers te total heat i•put 
Refers te the radial direction en.ly 
... 11• 
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3/8 1t Tygon tubing 
vlater inlet 
t/411_· c:opper tubing 












Radial thermocoup1·e · 
End plate . 
\1ooden support S: 
18: 
AxiaJ. thermocouple tra:--























ltd 1 : 
T:o · 11.5 V. power supp1·x 
ThermocoupJle wi."res"! · · 








Fi·gure 1. Arrangement of apparatus,: controls and instrtunentation·: 
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D1(h.) 
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0.,502 0.502 0.502 0.502 
1.>.cn.) 5 06 5 •. 06 5.06 5.06 • 
t. (8 F) 94.1 119.2 150.9 177.2 1 . 
t ("F) 67.6 •i •. r 69.2 69.a 61.3 e o 
26.5 50 .• 0 81.l 115.9 ti-to( 1') . 
}(ti+to)(eF) ao.9 94.2 11.0.4 11.9.3 
~(Btu/hr-ft) 5.49 12.36 21 •. 9 34.3 
Q2D/~ . 1.00 1.00 0.99 0.98 
-~ Q2D(Btu/kr-ft) 5.49 · 12.36 21.7 33.6 
E, 0.15 0.15 '\.. --.,t 0.16 0.16 
£0 o.ao o.ao o.ao o.ao 
~(Btu/hr-ft) 0.56 1.15 2.19 3.34 
~(Btu/hr-ft) 4.93 11.21 19.5 .30 • .3 
k0 /k 4.57 5.40 5.67 6.09 
Jui 3.95 4.76 4.91 5.27 
1.290:x:104 .Gr1 3980 6780 9690 
3.72:x:105 5 9.06x105 1.2oax106· ~C' ·, . Gr ~-:·. 6.34xl0 ;• . 
·L 
-
PrGr1 2860 4880 6970 9280 5 4.56x105 6.5.3x105 8.69x105 PrGrL 2.68x10 
!GAi (1') 10.9 9.4 a.a 9.0 
!l!G AG(~) 4.5 2.6 0 J..5 
\ 
!Gut(1') -0~4 · o.6 1.0 -2.3 
!l!GA.fb(~) 0.4 0 0.1 0.3 
fGCi (1') 0 •. .3 o.6 0.9 1.2 
41 !!!Geo (1') 1.6 2.1 2.6 2.6 
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6 
p w .z . 8. F 
D1(h.) o· •. 502 o.50~ 0.502 0.502 
~-- -----
». (ill.) 5.06 5.06 5.06. 5.06 
ti ( CF) 216.6 26·5.9 307.0 .354.4 · 
t ( 8 F) 62.7 70.8 71.9 73.7 • t-t (8F) 153.9 195.1 235.1 280.7 1 0 
ict1+\~> <0:r>. 1.39.7 168.4 189.5 224.l 
lt(Btu/hr-ft) 49.a 67.4 88.8 112.8 
Q2n/~ o.ga 0.97 0.95 o. 9.3 
.. --- ---
~D(:Stu/Ar-:ft) 48.8 65.4 84.1 104.9 
€, 0.17 0.18 0.19 0.20 
€0 o.ao - - o.ao o.ao o.ao 
. ~(Btu/hr-:ft) 5.22 8.14 11.5 16.4 
Q0(Btu/hr-ft) 4.3.6 57.3 72.6 88.5 
k8/k 6.44 6.43 6.61 6.,48 
Bu1 5.57 5.57 5.72 5.60 
·1.477:x:104 4 1. 411:x:104 4 Gr. l.513xl0 le504xl0 1 
l.382xl06 1.419:xJ..06 1.322:x:106 6 GrL lo4 .. 09xl0 
l.063xlo4 1 •. oa9x104 . 4 lo083xlo4 h'Gr 1.016:xlO 1 5-- . . 6 
9.51x105 1.015:x:106 PrGrL 9.95xl0 l.022xl0 
!GAi (%) a.4 7.7 7.3 6.8 
!GAO(%) 1.2 0.4 0 • .3. 0.2 
iGAft(%) -0 • .3 .. 0.5 0.9 0.1 
fGAfb(%) 0.1 Q.l -0.1 (. 0.1 
!GCi (%) 1., 1.4 1.6 i.s 
!Gee (1') 3._p_ 2.9 ,.1. 3.2 
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Appelld~ ! 
E2. (eeatin.ued) Run N'1Jllber 
9 10 11 
»1(1»..) 0.502 1.003 1.003 
Do(h.) 5.06 5.06 5.06 
t 1(°F) 394.8 75.4 99.8 
t 8 (
8 F) 75.8 59.8 71.5 , 
t 1-t0 (
8 F) 
.319.0 15.6 · 28.3 
-i(t.+t )( 8 F) 235.3 67.6 85.7 J. 0 
~(Btu/hr-ft) 140.-0 5,49 12.36 
Q2n/~ 0.91 0.99 0.98 
Q2n(Btu/hr .. ft) 127.4 5.43 · 12.11 
e, 0.21 0.14 0.15 
E:o o.ao o.ao o.ao 
~(Btu/hr-ft) 21.7 0.57 1.27 
Q0(Btu/hr .. ft) 105.7 4.86 10.84 
k0 /k 6.75 5.47 6.50 
mu 5.83 6.75 a.oa i 
1.5a9x104 2.51x104 3.92x104 - Gr1 
l.489xl06 l.7.3xl05 2o 70zl05 Gr L 
l.14.3xl04 l.808xl.o4 2.a2x104 PrGr·. l. 
l.072x106 l.247xlo5' l.944xl05 PrGrL 
TGAi(%) 5.7 9.0 7.1 
TGAo(%) 0.1 a.3 2.5 
!GAft(1') .· 0.'7 0 1.1 
!Gilb(%) -0.4 0 0.4 
!Gc1(%) 
·i 1.9 4.0 4.4 
tGcoC%) 3.4 1.6, 2.6 
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E2. (ooiatinued) Run. Number 
14 
1 15 r 1 
Di (b..) -~.oo; 1.00; ; . .:). ;~ 1.003 
D49 (in.) 5.06 5.06 5.06 
ti ( 13F) 181.5 .220.a 277.5 
t (°F) - 65.3 66.2 79.4 0 
.. ' ti-to(OF) 116.2 154.6 198.l .'' ., 
I ( t i',-0' t (!;) ) ( .F) .12;.4 ·143.5 178.5 
~ (Btu/hr-ft) 68.l 100.7 140.0 
Q2D/Qt 0.95 0.91 o.s5 
Q2D(Btu/llr-ft) 64.7 91.6 118.9 
E., 0.16. 0.17 0.18 
£0 o.ao o.ao o.ao 
'la (Btu/hr-fi;) 6.81 10.6 17.3 
.. Q0 (Btu/hr-ft) 57 •. 9 81.0 101.6 
ke/k 8.08 a.29 7.79 
:N~ 9.97 10.23 9.60 
l.196xl05 1.372:x:105 l.373xl05 Gr1 
8.24xl05 9.46x105 9.46xl05 G~L 4 9.86:x:104 9.88xl04 P:rGr1 a.60xl0 
5.93:x:105 6.82xl05 6.82:x:105 PrGrL 
TGAi (%) 4.1 ;.1 4.·2 
TGA0 (1') 1.0 0.4 o.; 
~Gut(%) 0.9 -0.1 1.2 
TG.Afb(%) 0 .• 3 -0.1 0.4 
TGc1(1') 6.7 7.1 7.5 
··rt 
!!?Gee(") 4.7 ;.1 4.0 
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!able IV. Results ef Heat Tr&J1sfer Tests 
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' •./ ' ·., ' :·, ,, ',, ,. 
.. - .1 
'' •, ,.,. ._- >':'f .,· Appen.dU: ! 
' ' '' 
E2. (ee11.tin.ued) Run. Number 
21 - 22 23 
,,_ 
»1. (b..) 1.254 :,..254 - 1.254 1 •. 254 I ' .. 
* .J D8 {in.) 5.06 5.06 5.06 5.06 , 
ti (OF) 1.35.1 189.2 22;.s 257.2 r .. 
~- t (8F). . 76.3 83.4 82.7 68.0 I . . 1 . 0 .. 
I t -t (8 F} - 58.8 105.a 141.l 189.2 i O -
~ }(t1+t~) (°F) 105.7 ·136.3 153.3 162.6 ' [ 1 ~(Btu/hr-ft) 34.2 68 •. 1 100.7 140.0 C 
C 
Q2D/Qt' 0.98 0.95 0.91 o.a5 [ 
Q2D(Btu/hr-ft) 33 •. 5 64.7 91.6 118.9 
e, 0.15 0.16 0.17 0.18 
E.o 'o.so o.ao o.ao o.ao 
~(Btu/hr-ft) .3.62 8.15 12.7 18.9. 
Q0 (Btu/hr-ft) 29 •. 9 56.5 78.9 100.0 
k0 /k 7.26 7.35 7.50 7.00 
' (; liu1 10.46 10056 10.79 10.07 C C 
1.123x105 5 1.947x105 2.1ax105 
[ Gr1 C l.619xl0 [ 
.3. 95x105 5 6.83:x:105 7.64xl05 GrL _ 5o66xl0 
a.01:x:104 l.164xl05 1.400x105 l..569.xl.05 PrGr. 1 
2.84xl05 4.08xl05 4.92xl.05 5.60.x105 PrGrL 
!GAi(~) 2.4 -0.5 -0.5 -0.3 
!CG.AG(%) 1.9 0.4 0.1 0.5 
!l!GAft(%) 1.0 1.0 0.2 0.7 
TGAfb(%) 0.3, 0 .. 0.1 o.i 
~GCi (%) 6.4 7.5 7.9 8.3 
TG08 (%) 2.6 , •. 6 ;.9 4.5 
. ' 
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E2. (•••tiaued.) ___ .· ~- ·· · ·. 
B.mt Number 
..... , __________________ 2-r-2----· ... 2 .... ,__ · ___ •......_2 ... 7___ ,.... 2iiiiiiii8 ___ _ 
D1(i•.) · :i.254 1.254 1.254 1.501 
D8_(in..) 5.06 5.06 5.06 5.06 
ti(cF) 321.a 392.6 438.8 89.5 
t (°F). "'11' 68 •. 4 83.6 87.4 '' 78.2. 0 
t -t (8F). 253.4 309.0 }51.4 11.3 i 0 
l(t1+t0 ) ( 9 F) 195.1 238.l 263.1 83.9 ftt (Btu/hr-ft) 212 300'. 365 5.49 
Q2i/~ 0 77 •• 0.77 o.ao 0.99 
Q2D(Btu/llr--fi;) 163.3 2.31 292 5.43 
£, 0.20 0.21 0.22 0.14 
€0 o.ao o.ao o.ao o.ao 
~(Btu/hr .. ft) 33·.5 52.3 69.9 0.19 
~(Btu/hr-ft) 129.8 179 222 4.64 
k,/k 6.57 7 •.. 09 7~53 5.26 
Nu 9.44 10.19 10.84 a.66 i 
2.54:x:105 5 2.2ax105 4.41xl04 Gr1 2~36xl0 
s.9ox105 5 a.oo:x:105 7.39xl04 Gr 8o28xl0 
"'ir~r1 !' l.828xl05 1.698:x:105 l.64:x:105 3.11:x:104 5 5.96:x:105 5.76xl05 5.32:x:104 PrGrL 6.41:x:10 
TGAi (%) 
-1.2 .. o.a 
-0.6 a.a 
TGAo(%) 0.3 -o.; 0.3 14.2 
TGAft(%) 0.3 · 1 •. 2 ·0.2 0 
TG.Afb(%) 0.1 0.1 0.2 0 
. TGCi (%) a.s 9.3 ~ 9.6 5.a 
!l!Gce(%) 4.9. 6.0 5.6 5.6 
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E2. (ce:ati•ued)-
IiUJl Number 
F 9 l 30 31 
»1(h.) 1.501 i.501 1.501-
ll. (ill.) 5.06 5.06 5._06 
ti (OF) 98.8 128.8 176.7 
t (8lr) 79.2 "76.8 79.6 e - -
ti-t0 (°F). 19.6 52.0 97.1 
!(ti+to) c•li') 89.0 1.02.a -128.2 
Qt(Btu/hr-f't) -12.,36 34.3 78.0 
Q2D/~ -0.98 0.9.8 0.94 
~D(Btu/llr~ft). 12.11 3.3.6 73.) 
E, 0.15 0.15 0.16 
£0 (" o.ao o.ao o.ao 
~(Btu/Itr-ft) 1.28. 3.76 8.61 
' Q0 (Btu/hr-f't) 10.83 29.8 64.7 
ke/k 7.05 1.15 8.06 
Jui -11.55 11.77 13.26 
7.34xl04 1.753:x:105 2.69:x:105 Gr1 
1.230:x:105 5 5 Gr 2o94xl0 4.5lxl0 L 4 5 5 :!rGr1 5.28xl0 1.262:x:10 1.936:x:10 
8.85xl04 2.12:x:105 3.25xl05 :PrGrL 
,,0-. !Gil{%) 4.1 1.5 o.a 
1!GAe(%) 5.6 3.1 ·2.3 
!GAft(%) 1 •. 0 -0.2 
-0.4 
!GA.fb(%) ·0.5 0.4 -o., 
tG01 (%) 6.5 7.4 7.8 
!fGce(%) _3.9 4 •. , 5.5 
--. !ab:le IV. - Results ef Heat Transfer feats · 
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E2. (continued) 
· RU11 Number 
L 7 
37 · 38 39 40 I 
·-
T F 
· .. D:1 (ll.) a.501 · 1.5(?1 1~501 1 •. 501 
D (in.) 5.06 5~06 5.06 5.06 
• ti (OF) 73.4 66.8 75.2 75.7 
t (8 F) · · \. . 6.3 ... 5 
_59.9 72.6 73.7 0 
:! t 1-t0 (°F). .. 9 •. 9 6.9 2~6 2.0 
i(t1+t8 ) ( 8 F) 68.5 63.4 73.9 74.7 
~(:Btu/hr-ft) ;.oa 2.14 1 • .372 0 • .343 
~l'lt 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 
~D (Btu/llr'!"ft) 3,05 2.12 1.358 0.340 :~tr~ 
£, 0.23· 0.23 0.23 0.23 
E.o o.ao o •. ao o.so o.ao 
~(Btu/hr-ft). 0.79 o.68 0.17 0 16 • • 
Q0 (Btu/lar-ft) 2.26. 1.44 1 .• 19 0.·18 
k0 /k 2.9a 2.75 5.94 1.17 
Bllj_ 4.92 4.52 9.79 1.92 
4.40x104 .3.2ox104 1.100:x104 Gr 8420 1 ,·,> ' 4 5o37x1.04 1.412xlo4 
.. 
GrL 1o844xl04 7.39xl0 
3.17xlo4 2o30xio4 ( PrGr1 86.30 6060 
5 • .32:x:104 3.87:x:J.04 l..329xI04 1.011:x:104 PrGr 
-L 
-· TGAi (%) 9.1 10.1 30.8 55.0 
~ " 
~GA®(~) 14.2 20.3 I 42.J 50.0 
!l?G Aft(%) 2.0 -1.4 ,.a 10.0 I 
"'P !l?G.Afb (%) . 1.0 0 7.7 -5.0 
!eGCi (~) 4.0 3.4 1.9 2.5 
?Geo(%) 9.1 10.6 19.2 40.0 ) .. ' 
!able IV.· Results ef Heat Transfer fests 
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E3. 
~able !• _ ~emperatU;r~ Traverse For ~!!be · Set Ne •. ,._! 







. r 8 .. _r1 
t e 
(:La.) 
I '!l (eF} ,~l 
0.251 0 183 100 
0.405 6.4 106 30.9 
0.530 11.6 103 28.2 
o.655 16.8 100 2508 
0.905 27.2 95.2 21.4 
1.155 37.6 90.5 17.2 
1.405 48o0 87c0 14o0 
1.655 58o4 8306 11.0 
_1.905 6808 80o7 8.4 
2 •. 155 79.2 77.8 5.8 
. 2.405 89 •. 6 74.8 ;.o 
2.655 100 71.4 0 
temperatures 
9 t 
{•:r} (~l , .• l'l 
184 100 186 
90.5 19.2 79.3 
82.3 12.0 74 .. 1 
79o7 9.a 73.2 
79o1 9.3 72_.8 
77c3 7.7 71.8 
76o3 6$8 7lol 
75o4 6.0 7006 
74o4 5o2 70o2 
73.3 4.2 69.7 
71.1 2.0 68.l 
68.4 0 67.2 
Eeee•tricity = 0.125 inches 
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8 t 8 
,~l ,•Fl ,~l 
100 185 100 
7.7 72.4 5.5 
3.4 69.0 2.6 
2.4 67.4 1.3 
1.8 67.2 1.1 
1.4 67.2 1.1 
o.a 67.2 J..l 
006 66.4 0.4 
Oo4 66.2 0.,3 
0.2 66.2 o., 
o.1·66.2 0 • .3 
0 65.9 0 
. ' . 
. ·".J ... 
-- ---- ____ : ~"':· 
~ . .,. .. 
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• 45 1.35• 1.ao• 
r 
r-r1 t e e t r .-r1 e 
(1»:s-l (~l (oF) 
'!l {°Fl !1!l (oF) 
0.501 0 138 100 142 100 144 
o.655 7.2 94.2 35.5 79.0 15.5 72.6 
"" 
0.780 13.0 91.7 31.a 77.2 13.1 71.6 
0.905 18.8 90.6 30.2 76.0 11.5 71.1 · 
1.155 30.4 88.5 27.2 74.1 9.9 70.5 
l.405 42.0 84.7 21 •. 6 73.6 6.9 69.8 
l_.655 5306 81.5 16.9 72.5 6.8 68.5 
l,.905 65.2 77.5 11.l. 71.2 5.1 68.l 
2.155 76.8 74.0 6.0 70.2 3.7 67.5 
2.405 8804 71.3 2.0 68()1 Oe9 66.2 
2.655 l.00 69.9 0 67.4 0 67.2 



























. ' ~ . 100 145 
73.4 10.5 73.0 
69.2 5.2 67.1 
67.0 2.4 66.5 
66.8 2.2 66.l 
66.5 1.8 65.7 
66.; 1.5 65.6 
66.3 1.5 65.3 
66.l 1.3. 65.l 
65.9 1.0 ~64.9 
65.l 0 65.l 
' - ' . . ' 
. , ' r 
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··---· t 8 t r -r. 
• 1 
,-a.} ,~l {"Fl ,~1 ,~l'l 
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0.621 o 124 100 123 100 133 100 135 · 100 134 100 
0.718 4.6 82 • .3 33. 7 75.6 26.1 83.2 l.8.4. 81.0 14.l 76. 7-~ 6.5 
0.843 11.0 ao.g 31.4 71.4 19.5 79e3 120-0 77.1 7.9 73.8 1.8 
0.968 17.3 79.5 29.2 69.3 16e.2 77.0 a.2 74.9 4.4 72.9 0.3 
' 
1.093 23.7 78.9 28.2 67.9 14o0 76.8 7.9 74.5 ,.a 72.4 -.5 
\ 
1.343 36.4 75.6 23.0 66.5 11.8 76.2 6.9 73.4 2.172.ll-l.O, 
\ 
1.593 49.1 73.0 18.9 66.4 11.6 75.2 5.; 72.,7 0.9 71.9 -1.3 
l.843 61.9 69.8 1308 65.1 906 74.7 4.4 73.l 1.6 70.9 -2.9 
2.093 7406 66.9 9.2 63.4 6.9 74.1 3.5 12.6 o.a 10.a -3.l 
2.343 a1.3 64.o 4.6 61.1 3.4 12.9 1.5 12 •. 6 o.a 10.3 -3.9 
2.693 100 61.l 0 59.0 0 72.0 
. · •. '. ·, . . ' . 
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•: ::, -· 63 - .-
0 72.l 0 72.7 0 
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E.3. (een.tin.ued) 
~able VIII. ;em:e~ratll;r~ Traverse :Fer Tube Set Ne. ! . 




r -r1 0 ·. e 












I <J!) c•:&'l (~) (eF) (~). ( •12 .(~) ~·F) (1!l. (•F) (~) 
o. 750 0 122 100 117 100 129 100 126 100 128 100 ,' 
0.858 . 5.8 81.7 31.4 72.3 22.0 83.6 20.782.716.8 87.8 27.9 
0.983 12.5 76.9 23e2 69o3 16.3 79G9 14ol 78.9 9e5 74.l 3.2 
1.108 19.3 74.6 19o2 66.8 11.a 78.9 12.4 77.0 5.9 72.8 0.9 
1.358 32o7 71o7 14e2 63.4 5.8 78.l 11.0 76.3 4.6 71.2 ~2.0 
1.608 46.2 69.9 11.l 63.4 5 •. 8 76.9 8.8 75.8 3.6 70.1 -4.0 
1.858 59.6 66.7 5.7 61.5 2.5 74.6 4.8 75.3 2.7 69.6 -4.8 
· 2.108 73.l 65.l 2.9 59o9 ~Oo4 74.l 3.9 74.9 2.0 68 • .3 -7.2 
2.358 86$5 64.9 2.6 58.5 ~3.0 73.2, 2.2 74.4 l~O 72.1 -0.4 
2.608 100 63.4 0 60 .. 1 0 .71.9 0 73.9 
, , Eoce:ntrioi ty = 0. 078 iD.chea 
I'• 
. . ·. . . 
: ··, ,' ___ , 64 -
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0 72.3 
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6 = Tube Seit _No. 1 
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= Equati~on. (1·81) 
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Log (N~ -o 0 
6 - Tu:be Set: N"o. f 
-.~ 
D - T"u-b·e Seit Nb.,. 2 
0 0 - Tube Set Wo. 3 
0 - ·T,1~be Set N"o. Ip,. 
o •. o. -- - Ma.A.d·ams I Equat·i~om .or FJr.ee- Cy-Ifndeir-
----------+-------.;;..-----1-------------.1 
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~emperature profiles for tube set no. l 
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,lppendix i .·.·. 
' '•; 
-
· · Sample Calculation 
_) 
The following.is a complete calculation of the qu~ 
· tities used in describing the heat transfer results for 
a typical run (No. 12): 
Inside diameter of outside cylinder= 5.06 in. 
·outside diameter of inside cylinder= 1.003 in. 
Test Section -Left 
Outside surface thermocouple 
readings with reference to room 
temperature (78.5°F) in milli-volts: 
Average outside surface thermo-
couple reading in milli-volts: 
Average outside surface tempera-
ture in °F: 
Maximum circumferential tempera-
.ture deviation on outside surface 
in °F: 
Inside surface thermocouple 
readings with reference to room 
temperature (78.5°F) in milli-volts: 
~ Average inside surf ace thermocouple 
reading in milli-volts: 
Average inside surface tempera-
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) ,:·' 
,f·. 
' i Test Section 
' 
I • 
· Maximum circumferential tempera--
ture deviation on inside surface 
in °F: 
./. ·.. ·:. 
'~ ~ . 
', 
· Fluid thermoc,ouple readings 
above the heater with reference 
to room temperature (78.5°F) in 
milli=>volts: 
Average fluid thermocouple 
reading above the heater in 
milli .. volts: 
Average fluid temperature 
above the heater in °F: 
Fluid thermocouple readings below 
the heater with reference to room 
temperature (78.5°F) in milli-volts: 
Average fluid thermocouple reading 
below the heater in milli-volts: 
Average fluid temperature below 
the heater in °F: 


















l · . 
Voltmeter +eading = 20.4 volts Ammeter reading= 1.0 amperes 
e• 1 :l.. ) Qt = 0.586 '·f • (9 
/ • (2o. 4~(l.O) = 34 8 Etu/hr-ft (0.586) • . 
Jrom Figure 17, Q2D/Qt = 0.98 and therefore, 
-· ,:, 





.• ' ' : 
,· -· . 
,·_: " 
.'• • I JJ 
·'. ·'. , . 
' ,•' ' ·' •. ' ·,_1 -_. 
• 
' -- ' 
' '-' ; . 
li'rom Figure 16, . E,= 0.15, and 
€. = 0.80 . 
a-tr 1), (t 4 4)· 
..L :p, (J_ -9 i -t 0 




(~.1141T)(1.oe>-s[i!} . f (C:.oo':\_4-_ (5'-4'\41 · 
1 + ,.ocf5 ( I _). L 100) 100/ o.,s s-.a& c..~o 'I ' .~ ....... 
• 3.33 Btu/hr-ft 
Q. = Q2D • CL ~ . ~.l!l. (12) . 
• 34.1 - 3.33 = ,o.a Btu/hr-ft 
l'rom Figures 14 and 15, 
I 0 k = 0.0156 Btu hr-ft- Y 
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(19) 
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' ~ ,. . . . 
., ';, .·, ,,,-:;·1· ···:·· .'· ' 
' ' .. : ' 
• 
' 1 
,I ,1 • ·: .:. 
,· l • 
: ' '• 
' . 
. 'l, 
11.~- LJ - -.,- - _: I 
-
= 7 •. 69 X 104 
. · ·~ ( t .-t ) 3 
G:r = .f!_ '3~ J. o 
L )'-t 2 
. 
. 3 
= (1.67 X 106) (65. 7) [ (5.06 .. 1.003) /21 
= 5.30 X 10 5 
!GAi = (140.0 ~ 136.4)/65.7 = 3.6/65.7 = 5.5~ 
iGAo = (74.3 - 73.6)/65.7 = 0.7/65.7 = 1.1% 
TGAft = (89.5 - 89.4)/65.7 = 0.1/65.7 = 0.2~ 
TGAfb = (76.2 - 76.3)/65.7 = -0.1/65.7 = -0.2% 
TG01 = 3.8/65.7 = 5.8% 
tG00 = 2.0/65.7 = 3.0~ 
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